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LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... Although it might not be feasible to require the number of juries that a research psychologist would use for the
purposes of conducting publishable research, one could nevertheless achieve more reliable data for a SJT by assembling
the equivalent of eight or nine juries worth of individuals to attend the same SJT sessions, and then grouping them into
separate juries for the purposes of deliberations. ... Both summary juries and mock juries are used to test
hypotheses-litigants use summary juries to test hypotheses about the value and possible success of their case; research
psychologists use their participants to test their hypotheses about jury behavior. ... This Part of the Article addresses the
problems with, and the solutions for, the two main criticisms regarding the treatment of summary jurors: the use of
deception and the lack of informed consent. ... Although such results may appear to support the idea that jurors'
perceptions of decision consequences can significantly impact jury verdicts, one important aspect of these studies'
methods prevents this conclusion: the research participants did not deliberate. ... The jurors are still being fooled; and
they are learning that juries sometimes make decisions and at other times simply referee fake trials. ... Judges should
tell summary jurors precisely the truth-that their judgments can provide the parties with a better and more realistic idea
of what jurors would think of their case, and that such information often makes parties more willing to settle out of
court by using the SJT verdict as a source of information as to what kind of settlement would be reasonable. ... Doing
so would enhance the ability of SJTs to predict traditional jury outcomes and provide litigants with more valid
information upon which to rest their settlement decisions.
TEXT:
[*469]
Since its inception in 1980, the summary jury trial (SJT), a non-binding abbreviated jury trial used as a basis for
settlement negotiations, has received significant attention in scholarly journals and in the courts. n1 As the only
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedure that relies on public participation through the use of a jury, SJTs have
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been heralded as the best mechanism for predicting jury verdicts and for promoting settlement in cases that would
otherwise be decided by a traditional jury. n2 Some commentators have extolled the virtues of SJTs; others have
criticized them on both theoretical and practical grounds. Despite the extent of scholarly evaluation, however, very little
analysis has drawn from the rich psychological research on juries.
The absence of this analytical focus is surprising given that SJTs are a form of jury trial, and legal scholars have
evaluated traditional jury trials in light of psychological jury research on innumerable occasions. n3 In an attempt
[*470] to help fill the void in the literature, this Article provides a critical analysis of SJTs from a psychological
perspective, with substantial emphasis on jury psychology. This Article concludes that the SJT is a promising ADR tool,
but that it falls significantly short of its potential. By implementing insights drawn from psychological research, the
effectiveness of this form of ADR can be considerably enhanced. This Article should serve as a useful starting point for
establishing procedures that comport with the wisdom derived from empirical findings. n4
Part I of this Article will describe SJTs, while Part II will provide a general overview of psychological research
which, it will be argued, suggests that SJTs do not meet their potential with respect to predicting traditional jury
decisions. Part III will analyze how summary jurors are treated, drawing parallels to the treatment of participants of
psychological research, and offer some ideas for improving this aspect of SJTs. Finally, Part IV will recommend more
empirical research on SJTs, and conclude by advising SJT administrators to adhere to appropriate ethical norms in order
to protect the reputation of the legal system.
I. What is a summary jury trial?
Summary jury trials are essentially "non-binding abbreviated trials by mock jurors who are chosen from the jury
pool" at the behest of the court. n5 Judge Thomas Lambros of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio
created this procedure in 1980 in "response to burgeoning court [*471] dockets." n6 Since then, thirty-nine federal
district courts have approved their use, and Congress has authorized them in the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990. n7
They are most commonly used for high-stakes cases that would likely result in long and protracted jury trials if they
were litigated. Most courts that offer SJTs follow Lambros' formulation, in which a judge suggests or requires their use
for parties who cannot agree on settlement terms during the course of pretrial conferences. n8
The verdicts that summary jurors recommend are intended to provide the starting point for settlement negotiations.
Because every case is unique, [*472] judges are encouraged to mold the summary jury process to fit the unique
contours and individual needs of a particular case. n10 Generally, a much-abbreviated voir dire is conducted, with both
sides making limited for-cause and peremptory challenges. n11 In a typical SJT, a "judge or magistrate presides over the
trial. . . . [and] [p]rincipals with authority to settle the case attend." n12 Each lawyer presents a summary of the case to
the jury, including opening and closing statements and summaries of witness testimony. Normally, live witness
testimony is not presented. n13
n9

After the evidence has been presented, the judge gives the jury abbreviated instructions on the law. n14
Subsequently, the summary jurors either deliver a consensus verdict and damage recommendations or, if the judge
prefers, they render verdicts and damage recommendations individually. n15 The parties and their counsel then have an
opportunity to discuss this verdict with the jurors. n16 If the parties cannot settle their dispute following the verdict, the
result of the SJT is not admissible in court. n17
The primary goal of the SJT is to promote settlement. It was designed for cases in which the parties have difficulty
reaching a settlement because each [*473] party either overestimates the strength of his or her own case or
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underestimates the strength of the other party's case. n18 Summary jury trials "reduce this 'mutual optimism' by
providing the parties with more information about the strength of their cases before proceeding to trial." n19 They help
to combat parties' na ve realism-their tendency to overestimate the likelihood that unbiased "neutrals" such as jurors will
share their viewpoint on the case, and not be persuaded by the apparent "irrationality" of the other party. n20 By
listening to the reactions of the summary jurors, the parties can learn about how such unbiased neutrals do in fact
perceive the case, and can greatly benefit from discovering any variability in such perceptions. Moreover, SJTs can
promote settlement by helping the parties converge in their estimates of the size of jury award that would come about if
their case went to trial. n21
Another feature of SJTs is that they produce the kind of tensions that are present in traditional jury trials. According
to Lambros, this tension has two advantages: first, the SJT acts as a dress rehearsal for the real jury trial, and second, the
shadow of an approaching trial intensifies the parties' efforts toward settlement. Because the parties are required to
attend the SJT, "the procedure is particularly effective where the legal labyrinth begins to tax the patience of the
litigants before the 11th hour arrives and provides the parties with a sense of reality while there is still time to do
something about it." n22 In addition, SJTs tend to clarify issues at an earlier stage in the dispute [*474] resolution
process, thereby presumably making any subsequent trial more efficient. n23
Summary jury trials have several advantages over traditional jury trials. One benefit is that they tend to cost the
parties less than a traditional trial would. n24 These relative savings arise because SJTs "demand less lawyer time-both
in and outside the courtroom-and do not involve the expense of paying expert witness fees." n25 In fact, because the
information presented to the jury is in summary form, SJTs often last less than a day. n26 Another benefit of SJTs is that
because they are a means to settlement agreement, they can assist litigants in avoiding the "win/lose" outcomes that are
typical in traditional litigation and help them to achieve a mutually beneficial solution instead. n27 This feature can help
preserve the relationship between the parties.
Summary jury trials appear to be a successful means of promoting settlement. Studies suggest that approximately
ninety-five percent of cases tried before summary juries end up settling. n28 Some critics have claimed that this figure is
somewhat misleading because studies show that, in fact, over ninety percent of all cases settle before trial. n29 However,
the sole experimental study on SJTs published to-date suggests that they may in fact lead to a higher settlement rate than
cases that do not undergo ADR. n30 This study randomly assigned civil cases filed in 1993 in Ramsey County,
Minnesota, to either a control group of cases that were designated as ineligible for ADR, an experimental group of cases
eligible for mediation- [*475] arbitration ("med-arb"), n31 or a second experimental group of cases eligible for a SJT.
n32 Cases were selected "from the major civil cases that were filed and placed on a 'standard' case track." n33 Results of
the study indicated that 4.1% of the med-arb cases and 10% of the control cases went to full trial, whereas only 3.6% of
SJT cases did so. n34 Although this study did not provide evidence that SJTs produce significantly higher settlement
rates than med-arb, the settlement rates for cases undergoing SJTs did appear higher than rates for cases that did not
undergo ADR at all.
II. Overview of Relevant Psychological Research
A. Predicting Traditional Jury Trial Decisions
Legal academics have suggested that SJTs encourage settlement primarily because of their signature feature: the
use of a jury. As one such commentator has argued, "[t]he theory underlying the [SJT] is that parties, following pre-trial
discovery and conference, will be more inclined to settle their dispute if they receive a jury evaluation of the strengths
and weaknesses of their claims and defenses." n35 Litigants are presumably more likely to accept the case valuations of
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summary jurors than those of their attorneys or qualified neutrals. n36 Those who advocate SJTs claim that the use of a
summary jury allows the litigants to actually predict how a traditional jury would decide their case. n37 One study found
that sixty-four percent of state [*476] court lawyers and fifty-three percent of federal court lawyers believe that SJT
verdicts reflect actual traditional trial outcomes. n38 In fact, some commentators have gone as far as to claim that the
verdict of a summary jury can serve as a "crystal ball" that parties can rely on to "predict, with a reasonable amount of
certainty, what a jury would do" at trial for that case. n39
Some legal practitioners and academics, however, have questioned the effectiveness of the SJT as a "predictor." As
Robert Bradford has pointed out, several real-life examples cast doubt on the SJT's ability to predict traditional jury trial
outcomes:
[In a case from Minnesota] two panels of six people each heard the same SJT presentation. One panel found for the
defendants; the second panel returned a $ 2.292 million "verdict" for the plaintiff. Similarly, in [a case that went before
the Sixth Circuit], an SJT resulted in a $ 200,000 "verdict" for the plaintiff. The regular jury at trial returned a verdict in
the amount of $ 1.7 million. n40
Others argue that SJTs are problematic as predictors because of "the abbreviated nature of the parties'
presentations." n41 Problems might also arise when "strategizing" lawyers withhold critical information during the SJT
in order to retain an element of surprise for the real trial. n42 Moreover, because objections are generally not allowed,
summary juries may hear evidence that would be inadmissible at trial. n43 Studies have not yet experimentally [*477]
confirmed the magnitude of these potential problems by examining how SJT results compare to traditional jury
outcomes. n44 It is reasonable to assume, however, that summary juries will offer insight about the responses to be
expected from a traditional jury only insofar as the evidence presented at a SJT is truly representative of what would be
used at trial.
Beyond these anecdotes and intuitions about differences with respect to presentation and matters of evidence,
however, jury psychology research suggests that certain structural features of SJTs hinder their ability to reliably predict
traditional jury decisions. Three structural features are of particular relevance: small sample size, the absence of group
deliberation, and non-correspondent jury size. Fortunately, each of these features can be modified. This Part will review
each feature in turn and will discuss how courts that use SJTs can apply psychological research to develop ones that
better approximate traditional juries, and therefore, better predict jury outcomes.
B. The Need for Multiple Summary Juries
One problematic aspect of SJTs is that they often rely on the opinions of a single summary jury to predict what
another single traditional jury would decide. n45 Using a single observation as a basis for understanding a phenomenon
is akin to relying on a case study or, in other words, a sample of one. The perils of using case studies for generalization
or prediction have been well identified by research psychologists. n46 Quite simply, in order to make a reliable
prediction, data from multiple samples from the same representative population must be examined. Beyond the issue of
reliable predictions, another benefit of using multiple summary juries is that doing so provides a hint as to the variability
in perceptions on the case. The level of [*478] variability in jury opinions about liability and damage awards can
provide the litigants with an important indicator about the risk involved in going to trial.
Moreover, psychological research on jury decisions offers another reason for not relying on a single summary jury
to predict a traditional trial outcome: studies have shown that when evidence in a case is equivocal, the unique
personalities and biases of the jurors deciding the case are especially likely to impact jury outcomes. n47 When the
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strength of evidence in a case is balanced across both sides of the dispute, "extralegal" factors such as biases become
more heuristically useful in the decision-making process and are therefore likely to impact jury decisions. n48 The
problem with SJTs is that parties who participate in one may not know in advance of the procedure that the evidence in
their case is equivocal. Thus, the parties may end up with a summary jury verdict that they believe reflects the relative
weight of the evidence when, in fact, it is more a function of the personal attributes of those who happen to have served
on that summary jury. The parties in such cases would not know that the weight of the evidence favors both parties
about equally, and the settlement terms might (unjustly) reflect this error.
A modest and practical solution to the problems associated with relying on data from a single summary jury would
be to use multiple summary juries for each case. Although it might not be feasible to require the number of juries that a
research psychologist would use for the purposes of conducting publishable research, one could nevertheless achieve
more reliable data for a SJT by assembling the equivalent of eight or nine juries worth of individuals to attend the same
SJT sessions, and then grouping them into separate juries for the purposes of deliberations. By conducting statistical
analyses on the data obtained from such a series of jury panels, a research psychologist, statistician or similar expert
could provide a mathematical estimate of the expected outcome on the issues of liability and damages. n49 This
procedure would reduce the risk that the parties will rest their settlement decisions on data from an aberrational
summary jury. Moreover, using multiple panels might even elevate the settlement rate following SJTs, since, for
example, it would be harder for reluctant parties to rationalize seven out of eight [*479] summary jury verdicts against
them than it would be for them to ignore a single unfavorable summary verdict.
C. The Need for Group Deliberation
Another problem with summary juries arises when judges ask jurors to render verdicts and damage
recommendations individually rather than as a group that has reached a consensus. n50 This approach seems to reflect
the belief that groups are merely a sum of their parts and, consequently, that the verdict of a traditional jury can be
predicted from the individual attitudes of summary jurors. Although some research suggests that there can be a strong
relationship between the individual-level pre-deliberation distribution of verdict preferences and a deliberating jury's
verdict, n51 several decades of research on jury decision-making make clear the folly of relying solely on individual
opinions to predict group verdicts. n52 As one psychologist stated [*480] aptly: "It is not clear whether we can even
meaningfully speak of simulated jurors without employing a group deliberation. Investigations of these individual
phenomena would be more appropriately referred to as studies of individual judgment rather than of simulated jurors."
n53

Perhaps the strongest empirical evidence demonstrating why individual opinions should not be used as the sole
predictor of group decisions stems from research on juror bias. In recent decades, researchers have used the mock jury
experimental paradigm to demonstrate that a variety of defendant and attorney characteristics (e.g., gender, race, and
physical attractiveness) can prejudice jurors' judgments. n54 Some research has shown that biases found in individual
judgments can be attenuated by the deliberation process, and that judgments tend to polarize in the direction favored by
the evidence. A mock jury experiment by Kaplan and Miller, for example, manipulated the relative strength of the
evidence as well as the degree of an extralegal variable: the obnoxiousness of various trial participants. n55 The
researchers manipulated obnoxiousness by having mock lawyers and judges ask redundant and irrelevant questions,
discuss obscure points of law, or interrupt the trial for a phone call. n56 Although the obnoxiousness manipulations
significantly biased pre-deliberation guilt ratings, post-deliberation ratings shifted in the direction of the initial strength
of the evidence and were no longer influenced by the extralegal variable. n57 Similarly, when Kerwin and Shaffer
investigated the biasing effects of inadmissible testimony they found that "deliberations virtually eliminated [this kind
of] bias among juries." n58 In particular, their study showed that mock jurors who responded to a case by deliberating
and rendering a group verdict were more likely to follow judicial instructions to ignore inadmissible testimony than
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mock jurors who responded to the case by indicating individual opinions only. n59 Conversely, [*481] research by
MacCoun and Kerr found that deliberations can sometimes augment biases- they found evidence of a leniency bias that
emerged during group deliberations but not among participants who indicated individual opinions in the absence of
deliberations. n60 Together, these findings on bias present a clear picture with respect to jury decisions: to understand
jury decisions one cannot rely on individual judgments alone. Rather, one must study juries qua juries.
Certainly, individual-level data have some utility for understanding jury behavior. Such data can, for example, be
valuable for generally assessing the strengths and weaknesses of a case from a layperson's perspective, or for
determining whether or not laypeople might vary in their opinions of which party should prevail. Moreover, research
has shown that the median of individual liability ratings for cases does tend to correspond to how deliberating juries
decide those same cases with respect to liability. n61 Importantly, however, individual-level data on damages tend to be
very poor predictors of jury awards. n62 Thus, whereas individual-level judgments might be useful for predicting which
party is apt to win or lose a case, they are not reliable for predicting jury damages. Without an additional award
predictor, data from a summary jury on the issue of liability, even if reliable, would not be sufficient for the purposes of
arriving at a settlement agreement with respect to a dollar award because a verdict of "liable" can correspond to
damages anywhere from one dollar, to some seemingly infinite amount. Thus, although individual-level data can be
valuable, these kinds of data should be obtained in addition to, not instead of, group verdicts.
[*482]
D. The Need for Correspondent Jury Size
A third problem that interferes with the ability of SJTs to predict traditional jury outcomes arises when the size of a
summary jury does not match the size of the jury that would be impaneled for that case in a traditional trial. Although
most SJTs do impanel six jurors per jury, n63 which would result in a match for most traditional civil juries, some
judges impanel fewer. For example, Judge John McNaught, U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts, uses a
five-person jury to ensure that the jury will not return a tie verdict. n64 Other federal judges have convened SJTs with
only three jurors. n65 Therefore, even though traditional juries are very rarely composed of fewer than six jurors, n66
summary juries sometimes are.
Psychological research strongly suggests that this "mismatch" in terms of jury size can greatly hinder the SJT's
ability to approximate the decisions of traditional juries. Many studies have shown that when larger juries are compared
empirically to smaller juries, significant differences emerge. Research has found, for example, that six-person juries
tend to produce more divergent (i.e., both higher and lower) damage judgments than twelve-person juries even when the
number of pro-plaintiff and pro- defendant verdicts is roughly equivalent. n67 Research has also shown that reducing
group size [*483] increases the likelihood that the group will reach consensus (i.e., not hang). n68 Consequently, if
reasonable jurors could differ in their evaluations of a given case-a fact that would be useful for litigants who are
considering settlement to know-this information is less likely to surface from smaller juries. A consensus that emerges
from a small jury in such a case may be due to its small size rather than because the evidence clearly favors one party.
n69 Consequently, parties who observe a summary jury reaching a unanimous decision rather than hanging (as a larger
jury might do for the same case) might erroneously believe that the evidence clearly supports one party. In such cases,
this faulty conclusion might encourage the "losing" party to settle. Although settlement is a primary purpose of SJTs,
settlement under such false pretenses is certainly less than ideal.
Although research comparing jury sizes has focused on differences between juries of six and juries of twelve, these
empirical studies are nevertheless useful for comparing summary juries of five or fewer with juries of six. The idea that
the quality of decision processes or verdicts of five-person juries might substantially differ from those of six-person
juries was accepted by the Supreme Court in Ballew v. Georgia, n70 in which the Court held that the minimum
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acceptable jury size for criminal trials was six. Even though most of the research reviewed in Ballew contrasted
six-person juries with twelve-person juries, the Court recognized that significant differences would exist between juries
of five as compared to juries of six. The Court reasoned that juries of less than six would be less likely to engage in
effective group deliberation and less able to produce accurate results. n71 For example, the Court stated that:
Generally, a positive correlation exists between group size and the quality of both group performance and group
productivity. A variety of explanations have been offered for this conclusion. Several are particularly [*484] applicable
in the jury setting. The smaller the group, the less likely are members to make critical contributions necessary for the
solution of a given problem. Because . . . memory is important for accurate jury deliberations [as] juries decrease in size
. . . they are less likely to have members who remember each of the important pieces of evidence or argument. n72
To accurately approximate traditional jury outcomes, a summary jury should not be smaller in size than the jury
that would be used if the case were to go to trial. If the jury is smaller, the case assessments resulting from the SJT
might provide a faulty basis on which litigants might base their settlement decisions.
Clearly, those who support SJTs have assumed that they are reliable predictors of traditional jury outcomes. n73
However, empirical research on jury psychology suggests that these assumptions are suspect. To maximize
effectiveness in regards to prediction, SJTs should use multiple summary juries, composed of the same number of jurors
that would be empanelled on a traditional jury in that jurisdiction, for that type of trial. Moreover, the researchers should
not simply calculate averages using the responses of individual jurors; one should oblige the jurors to arrive at a group
verdict through deliberation. These insights from psychological research challenge the intuition that SJTs in their
current form can serve as "crystal balls" for predicting what would happen in a traditional trial.
III. The Treatment of Summary Jurors
Summary juries and the mock juries used by psychological researchers share many similarities. Both are composed
of lay citizens. Both expose participants to a legal case and then gather data about their perceptions of the case. Both
summary juries and mock juries are used to test hypotheses-litigants use summary juries to test hypotheses about the
value and possible success of their case; research psychologists use their participants to test their hypotheses about jury
behavior. Summary jurors and mock jurors also both make non-binding decisions.
Despite the similarity between the two procedures, SJT administrators treat their "participants" very differently
from the way that psychologists treat theirs. These differences are due in large part to the ethics code of the [*485]
American Psychological Association (APA). n74 Under APA guidelines, psychologists are required to obtain informed
consent from their participants. n75 They also adhere to strict rules about deceiving participants. n76 Violations of the
ethics code are brought before the APA Standing Hearing Panel, a hearing before which may result in reprimand,
censure or expulsion from the Association. n77 Many criticisms of the SJT can be succinctly summarized by an analogy
to psychological research and the corresponding failure of courts to treat summary jurors with the degree of
consideration and respect that the APA requires of psychological researchers. These criticisms would lose much of their
force if those who organize SJTs treated summary jurors more like psychologists treat their participants. This Part of the
Article addresses the problems with, and the solutions for, the two main criticisms regarding the treatment of summary
jurors: the use of deception and the lack of informed consent.
A. Deception
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Jurors are often misled as to their roles in SJTs. n78 Although their verdicts are non-binding, jurors are usually led
to believe the contrary. n79 Because legal administrators believe that prospective "jurors who learn that their decision is
merely advisory will not be properly motivated to reach a just and fair result, and, instead, will substitute compromise
and time-saving devices [*486] for conscientious deliberation," n80 they typically do not inform summary jurors of the
advisory nature of their role until after they have returned their verdicts.
Summary jury trials are sharply criticized for not informing jurors about the advisory nature of their decisions. The
critique is two-fold. First, not informing summary jurors that their decisions are non-binding can be detrimental to the
summary jurors themselves because it may cause them unnecessary stress. Avern Cohn, United States District Judge for
the Eastern District of Michigan, has documented the discomfort some summary jurors have felt as a result of their
participation, which includes sleep disturbances and the type of anxiety that results from making one's own major life
decisions. n81 One juror even reported that the decisions she made on the jury were among the "most difficult of her
life." n82 Although these kinds of negative consequences can result from participation in traditional trials as well, when
they do result from traditional trials they are not caused in part by state-sanctioned deception. The same cannot be said
for SJTs.
Avoiding negative consequences for participants is a chief concern of research psychologists. The APA requires
that psychologists minimize the use of deception in research. n83 Specifically, the APA's ethical rules state that:
Psychologists do not conduct a study involving deception unless they have determined that the use of deceptive
techniques is justified by the study's prospective scientific, educational, or applied value and that equally effective
alternative procedures that do not use deception are not feasible . . . . Psychologists never deceive research participants
about significant aspects that would affect their willingness to participate, such as physical risks, discomfort, or
unpleasant emotional experiences. n84
Under some circumstances, testing a hypothesis can be accomplished only if psychologists do not disclose certain
aspects of the research to prospective participants. Psychologists might engage in deceptive practices when they need to
combat demand characteristics and social desirability biases while gathering information about socially important
topics. n85 For [*487] example, if a researcher told his or her research participants that the study they were about to
take part in concerned how racial prejudice affects reactions to requests for help, people might be unable, even with the
best of intentions, to prevent their knowledge of the topic from affecting how they react to such requests. n86 In such
cases, informing participants of the true nature of the study would invalidate the research findings. According to the
APA, the basic test for determining whether deception is acceptable is whether the ends justify the means. n87
Psychologists tend to be "willing to use deception as a last resort when they judge the research topic to be highly
important and when no other alternatives are feasible." n88
The "ends" sought by SJTs-obtaining a decision resulting from deliberation that is as serious as one would expect
from a traditional jury trial-do not justify the "means" of misleading the jurors as to the nature of their advisory role. As
discussed earlier, some legal commentators believe that deception is necessary in order to obtain decisions that
accurately approximate those of traditional jurors who know they are making a binding decision. n89 This argument
rests on the assumption that individuals mandated to make a decision that they believe will have real consequences for
third parties are more motivated in their decision-making processes, and make different decisions, than individuals who
know they are participating in a simulation.
Several studies have found differences between decisions made under "real" and simulated, or "hypothetical
consequence," conditions. For example, in a study by Wilson and Donnerstein, "real consequence" participants were led
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to believe that their judgments would actually determine what happened to the defendant, while "hypothetical
consequence" participants believed they were involved in a typical jury decision-making study. n90 They found that the
attractiveness of the defendant's personality did not affect the guilt judgments by "real consequence" participants, but it
did affect judgments by "hypothetical consequence" participants. n91 They also found that, compared to "hypothetical
[*488] consequence" participants, "real consequence" participants recalled more evidence and were more likely to find
the defendant guilty. n92 Several other studies also found some significant differences between "real consequence" and
"hypothetical consequence" juror judgments. n93 Although such results may appear to support the idea that jurors'
perceptions of decision consequences can significantly impact jury verdicts, one important aspect of these studies'
methods prevents this conclusion: the research participants did not deliberate. n94 Consequently, such research provides
little insight into [*489] whether summary jurors who deliberate might behave differently if they were told that their
decisions would be advisory in nature as opposed to being led to believe that they would have real consequences for the
parties. n95
By contrast, research that has included group deliberations suggests that mock jurors take their advisory role quite
seriously even when they know that their decisions will not be binding on a real litigant. n96 For example, Kerr and his
colleagues found that individual predeliberation opinions and sentences, group verdicts, deliberation time, number of
polls, and individual juror's memory for case- related facts and their criteria for reasonable doubt were not significantly
affected by their role manipulation. n97 Moreover, an [*490] ambitious meta-analysis that evaluated twenty years of
jury research in Law and Human Behavior-both experimental studies and field research on actual jurors-concluded that
mock jurors do not behave appreciably differently from the way real jurors do. n98 These findings challenge the belief
that being open with jurors may lessen juror attention and the seriousness of deliberations.
Moreover, the success of the trial consulting industry also challenges the notion that being open with summary
jurors would limit the utility of their deliberations. When trial consultants conduct mock trial or focus group
proceedings for a party to a dispute, they typically inform their mock jurors that their decisions, rather than binding the
parties to a particular outcome, will be used to gain an understanding of how real jurors would perceive the case. n99
Thus, the advisory nature of their decisions is made clear. The reported utility of the data from such sessions in terms of
understanding the case and predicting outcomes suggests that obtaining valid information without deceiving participants
about the nature of their role is in fact quite feasible. n100
[*491]
A second reason why SJTs have been sharply criticized for deceiving jurors is that such deception can be
detrimental to the legal system. Judge Posner has questioned the ethics of this type of deception:
Never telling the jury worries me . . . . Telling the jurors after they have delivered the summary verdict that the
verdict is not legally binding is only a partial anodyne for my concern . . . . The jurors are still being fooled; and they
are learning that juries sometimes make decisions and at other times simply referee fake trials. As word spreads, the
conscientiousness of jurors could decline; it is almost a detail that the utility of the summary jury trial would also
decline. n101
Indeed, if the general public becomes aware that "some jurors are being fooled into thinking they are deciding cases
when they are not, it could undermine the jury system." n102 Research on procedural justice has shown the importance
of the public's perception of the legal system in terms of promoting adherence to the law. n103 If the public accepts the
idea that jurors are being "lied to" when participating in SJTs, the legal system might be irreparably harmed.
The rules strictly limiting deception in psychology are important in that they help to protect the reputation of the
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discipline, and to prevent researchers from inadvertently discouraging individuals from wanting to participate in
research. Courts should follow this example by strictly limiting the use of deception in SJTs. Judges should tell
summary jurors precisely the truth-that their judgments can provide the parties with a better and more realistic idea of
what jurors would think of their case, and that such information often makes parties more willing to settle out of court
by using the SJT verdict as a source of information as to what kind of settlement would be reasonable. That is, even
though their decisions are advisory rather than binding, they do indeed have consequences for the parties because the
parties will consider them when they decide whether to settle, and, if so, for how much. In fact, their verdict may end up
being the exact terms of the settlement agreement. When they tell jurors about their advisory role, judges should also
stress the importance of summary juries in the legal system:
[*492]
Judges should inform jurors that their efforts to render fair, advisory SJT verdicts may help to speed up case
processing, decrease court backlogs, and reduce party and court time and costs. Jurors, as taxpayers, are concerned
about court costs and, as seekers of justice, are concerned about fairness and efficiency in case processing. If properly
informed about the benefits of their advisory verdict, jurors will be more likely to appreciate the seriousness and
importance of their role. n104
Informing the summary jurors honestly about their role would help to protect the reputation of both the traditional
and summary jury trial systems, with little sacrifice in how seriously summary juries deliberate.
B. Informed Consent
Another lesson that SJT administrators can learn from psychologists is the importance of obtaining informed
consent. In psychology, the doctrine of informed consent requires all participants, whether research participants or the
recipients of services, to knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily consent to psychological procedures. n105 Judges
could follow suit by informing jurors of the exact nature of their role at the start of the process.
The idea of informed consent would also require that summary judgment service be voluntary. Summary jurors
would be willing volunteers-either paid or unpaid. Obtaining informed consent and making service voluntary would
weaken the constitutional arguments against SJTs. These arguments hold that judges do not have the authority to
convene a jury merely to assist the settlement process. n106 For example, in Hume v. M & C Mgmt., n107 the District
Court for the Northern District of Ohio held that federal judges do not have the authority to mandate SJTs. The court
reasoned that nothing in the Jury Selection and Service Act n108 required citizens to serve on juries for SJTs. n109 It held
that federal judges "have no authority to summon citizens to serve as settlement advisors, just as they would have no
authority to summon citizens to serve as hand servants for themselves, lawyers, or litigants." n110
[*493]
Some legal commentators have criticized the idea of using volunteer, privately paid, jurors. As one commentator
has argued:
Such a development would likely spell the death of the summary jury trial in federal court. There would be no real
economic advantage to electing the SJT over a regular trial. There would also be many procedural problems arising
from private parties trying to draw a jury, such as how to ensure that a random sample of the potential jurors is drawn
even when some of them do not respond to requests to serve or refuse to participate once contacted. n111
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But a close analysis of what a voluntary program might look like suggests that a voluntary program might reach the
same end as a mandatory one. n112 A court could select summary jurors from those who have been part of the venire,
but were not chosen for jury service. n113 Those who appear for voir dire have probably already made plans to set aside
their day to participate in the legal system. n114 As one commentator has argued:
[Those who have not been chosen for service] have [already] been paid and recognized as qualified jurors. With the
proper appeal, a judge might convince many in the panel to volunteer to serve on the summary jury. Even if some jurors
decline to serve, their absence would not defeat the advantages of the SJT. After all, the summary jury would still
consist of citizens who have been drawn at random, although the opting out of certain jurors jeopardizes the randomness
to a certain extent. Even so, since the decision of the summary jurors is not binding on the parties or the court, the need
for a scientifically random sample of citizens compelled into service is not nearly as strong. n115
As Judge Connolly, a district court judge from Minnesota, has suggested, "the clerk of court [could] ask
prospective jurors if they would be interested in serving on a condensed case that would probably only last one to two
days." n116 In doing so in his own court, he has received many volunteers. n117 If [*494] a judge approaches those who
have been dismissed from regular jury service and frames SJT service as an opportunity to learn about the legal system,
provide non-binding suggestions to their fellow citizens, and help reduce crowded dockets which their tax money
maintains, volunteer SJT service could become quite feasible.
IV. Conclusion
An analysis of SJTs from a research psychological perspective has been long overdue, and the insights are
significant. First, SJTs should use multiple panels. Second, summary jurors should deliberate in order to provide
group-level case evaluations. Third, the jury size used in a given SJT should match that which would be used in a
traditional jury trial for that type of case, in that particular venue. Rather than relying on their own intuitions, judges
should apply the empirical findings about jury behavior to guide and structure SJTs. Doing so would enhance the ability
of SJTs to predict traditional jury outcomes and provide litigants with more valid information upon which to rest their
settlement decisions.
We should challenge SJT administrators to incorporate the lessons described in this Article and to systematically
study the resulting "modified" SJTs. A study using random case assignment, similar to the one conducted in Ramsey
County, n118 would be useful for comparing current (unmodified) SJTs, modified SJTs, and traditional jury outcomes
for similar kinds of cases in similar venues. n119 Such a test would likely find the outcomes of modified SJTs to have
significantly greater similarity to traditional jury outcomes when compared to outcomes of unmodified SJTs. This
prediction rests on the fact that summary juries formed by the guidelines proposed herein would be structured much
more like traditional juries. As part of such a study, lawyers, litigants, and summary jurors should be asked to rate their
perceptions of SJT effectiveness, legitimacy, and overall fairness. Summary jury trials that implement the guidelines
discussed herein should prove to be more successful in terms of these types of criteria.
These modified SJTs, however, would not necessarily produce higher settlement rates than unmodified SJTs
because the current (unmodified) system for conducting SJTs can lead to settlements under "false pretenses." n120 That
is, juries of less than six (currently common in SJTs) can [*495] inadvertently inflate the perception that the evidence
is unequivocal, which may in turn promote settlement in cases that would not seem so "one-sided" when reviewed by a
larger jury. Modified SJTs would, however, increase the validity or "correctness" of settlement decisions. Because of
this increase in accuracy, even currently skeptical legal practitioners and members of the public might come to accept
SJTs as sufficiently reliable predictors of jury trial outcomes. This increased acceptance might lead to increased
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settlement rates over the long-run.
This Article also discussed insights from psychology with respect to the treatment of summary jurors. One
implication of the research and ethical considerations reviewed herein is that SJT administrators should develop ethical
norms that require obtaining informed consent from participants. They should also strictly limit the use of deception.
Empirical research suggests that any "benefit" derived from misleading summary jurors as to the advisory nature of
their decisions is inconsequential, and, moreover, does not outweigh the potential cost to the legal system's reputation.
The legal system should be very wary of encouraging the perception that it misleads citizens about jury duty or that it
uses people as settlement advisors-a civic duty not widely promulgated or provided for explicitly by any law-without
their informed consent. If SJT administrators were to adopt and follow guidelines similar to the APA rules concerning
deception and informed consent, much of the legal criticism regarding SJTs would lose force.
Overall, SJTs are a very promising form of ADR. They deserve our careful consideration and thoughtful
suggestions for improvement. With some procedural modifications, like those proposed herein, SJTs might provide
litigants with very valuable information that they can use to make settlement decisions. In their current form, however,
SJTs often fall significantly short of their potential and risk tainting public perceptions of the legal system in general,
and of ADR more specifically.
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